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The Flowering of Christ / Resurrection 15 
Sunday, October 30, 2022 6:00 am 

1. Good day to this wonderful group of Christs, a group few know is here in the world, as we 

work in the dark, so to speak. We are our own society, loving and serving all. 

2. Today we will tackle the fifth power of Christ, which like the fourth, may not be what it seems. 

Before we do so, let’s go over a basic principle. All your blessings are going to souls, other 

aspects of you, of us, of the great Oneself. Our work is primarily on the soul level, empowering 

souls to have loving outcomes with their characters. 

3. This said, Christ may also do something tangible to help a character, who may think of this as 

a blessing, but what it really is, is the icing on the blessing because blessings always extend to 

souls. Gifts are given on the surface level, while blessings are given on a level that cannot be 

seen by the human eye. Christ may help someone bring in groceries or buy diapers, for 

examples. These are loving gifts. The blessing is hidden in the form of a gift in these two cases, 

but usually, the blessing doesn’t take form right away. I hope this makes the concept of blessing 

others a little bit clearer. 

4. The fifth power of Christ is the power to enhance. What are we enhancing? Let’s say it in 

unison on the count of three. One, two, three...souls. Yes, we are enhancing souls. How does 

this work? A more developed soul extends to a receiving soul, enhancing it in the process. The 

enhanced souls then offer gifts to their character. These are either received or declined, but the 

soul remains forever enhanced. 

5. I hope I simplified things today for you. I don’t want it to be too technical. 

6. Until next week, love (and bless) always. 

7. Love, Mother Mary 

End Time: 6:32 am 

The Ten Powers of Christ and all scenarios can be found in A Journey into the Unknown, Book 11S: A 
Shock to the System. 

http://journeyhub.cocreatingclarity.org/
http://journeymessages.cocreatingclarity.org/a-shock-to-the-system
http://journeymessages.cocreatingclarity.org/a-shock-to-the-system
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Secrets of Christ 16 
Sunday, October 30, 2022 6:35 am 

1. As presented by Mary Magdalene. 

2. It’s funny, really. Everyone is expecting the Second Coming of Christ to be a big stage show, 

right? As Mother Mary is explaining, it is a very quiet revolution, one soul at a time.” 

End Time: 6:38 am 


